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News

your badge & our front door

M

edical Center staff and students must swipe their
badge to enter the library. The Fire Marshall has
revised the rules governing emergency exits
within the Library.

C

ommunity visitors can press a buzzer to be let in to
the Library. Visitors must show identification and sign
in at the Circulation Desk.

CINAHL Access Changing
The Library will discontinue access to OVID CINAHL after September 30,
2007. Since OVID Technologies, Inc. will stop offering CINAHL to its
subscribers at the end of 2008, we have decided not to renew our
subscription when it runs out at the end of September. CINAHL will still
be available through EBSCOhost. If you are unfamiliar with the EBSCOhost interface, please call or email the Reference Desk at 3-7100 or
refdesk@wfubmc.edu the reference desk with your questions.

What Is SPSS ?
The Library has purchased a single workstation
license of the most recent edition of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 15.0 (SPSS)
software. SPSS software lets you take data from
almost any type of file to generate tabulated
reports, charts, plots of distribution and trends,
descriptive statistics, and statistical analyses. The
software is located in the LRC and is loaded on
the instructor’s workstation in classroom B.
The software manual has been catalogued and is
located in the LRC reference section (REF HA 32/
S771/2006).
A discussion forum for SPSS users is open to
anyone interested in computer, statistical, and
other operational issues related to SPSS software. Its address is [comp.soft-sys.stat.spss]. To
subscribe, send an email message to
[listserv.uga.edu]. The text of the message should
be: subscribe SPSSX-L firstname lastname.

The Library also offers training on CINAHL in its Resources for Nurses
class. Please contact David Stewart at 6-4181 or Janine Tillett at 6-3879
to schedule the class.

Get HAPI
The Library has added Health and Psychosocial Instruments (HAPI) to its
database subscriptions. HAPI provides ready access to information on
measurement instruments such as questionnaires, interview schedules,
checklists, index measures, coding schemes/manuals, rating scales,
projective techniques, vignettes/scenarios. It includes tests in the health
fields, psychosocial sciences, organizational behavior, and library and
information science. HAPI assists researchers, practitioners, educators,
administrators, and evaluators to identify measures needed for research
studies, grant proposals, client/patient assessment, class papers/
projects, theses/dissertations, and program evaluation.
Coverage runs from 1985 to the present. The link to HAPI can be found
on our web site under Databases, then More, Health and Psychosocial
Instruments.
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A Guide to Culturally Competent Health Care

A

s the world grows smaller and contact with peoples from other cultures and backgrounds increases, the health care
professional needs to be aware of and sensitive to cultural differences that may impede the delivery of needed medical care. This book was written to help the
health care professional provide culturally
OFFICE 2007 Training
competent care that takes into consideration the
patient’s health beliefs and practices.
Office 2007 Transition
The book covers many different ethnic and cultural This free, one hour class covers the basics for transition from Microsoft
Office 2003 to Microsoft Office 2007. It details what's new, what's differgroups and presents the information in a concise
format suitable for the busy practitioner. This Guide ent and what stays the same. Small group instruction, by request, is also
uses the Purnell Model as a framework to simplify available. Call the Reference Desk for information at 713-7100.
health assessments and interventions quickly and
ElementK Online Classes
accurately while enabling culturally relevant care.
Learn at your own pace via the internet. See especially “New Features”
modules for Word, Access, Excel, and PowerPoint. This online tutorial is
Although the primary focus of the handbook is on
free for medical center staff. Register from the Library’s website, under
the needs of health-care providers in the United
Classes.
States, the organizing framework and major concepts presented in each chapter are relevant to
RightClick/Cyberskills Classes (fee applies)
multicultural health care throughout the world.
Outlook 2007 Fundamentals, Word 2007 Fundamentals, PowerPoint
The Guide to Culturally Competent Health Care can 2007 Fundamentals, Excel 2007 Fundamentals, Excel 2007 Charts &
Graphs, Excel 2007 Data Analysis. Register at www.cyberskills.com –
be found in the Electronic Textbooks database on
our web site by its title, or under the Subject Head- classes are held in Carpenter Library.
ing “Family Medicine”.

Online

T

Coding

Sources

he Library has added several new coding sources to its online electronic textbooks database. Two new titles: HCPCS
Level II and Ingenix®CPT® with RVUs data file have been added along with the three volume set of the ICD-9-CM (we
previously had only the first two volumes.)

HCPS Level II is the Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System established by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services’ (CMS) Alpha-Numeric Editorial Panel. HCPCS primarily represents items, supplies, non-physician services not covered
by the AMA’s CPT-4 codes. Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurers use HCPCS procedures and modifier codes for claims
processing.
Ingenix® CPT is based on the AMA’s Current Procedural Terminology (CPT)® coding system. CPT® is the nation’s official,
HIPAA compliant code for procedures and services provided by
physicians and hospitals.
ICD-9-CM is the official system of assigning codes to diagnoses
and procedures associated with hospital utilization in the United
States. The ICD-9 is used to code and classify mortality data from
death certificates.
All coding titles can be found on the library’s Electronic Textbooks
page under the subject heading “Coding” or by title.

Journals Relocated
In order to prepare for upcoming library renovations,
the current print journals (formerly in the Upper Reading Room) are now shelved with their corresponding
bound journals in the stacks.
There are 5 floors in the Stacks holding all our print
journal titles. Journals are arranged alphabetically by
title.
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Publishing Assistance Available

C

hanges in scholarly publishing practices are presenting new opportunities and new challenges for authors of research
articles. Print versus electronic-only journals, open access versus traditional access, copyright transfer versus copyright licensing and NIH Public Access Policy compliance raise multiple questions for faculty and students when publishing. In an increasingly digital, open, readily-accessible
world, careful assessment of various publishing options will ensure
future successful management of published research results.
Carpenter Library’s Scholarly Publishing Resources web page offers
many useful tools for authors seeking a better understanding of the
various issues affecting publishing practices. In addition to a diagram
illustrating the scholarly publishing cycle and links to information on
scientific writing, copyright and open access, authors will find links to
resources to aid in the selection of journals in which to seek publication: Journal Info, a directory providing publication information on
18,000 journals, and the Directory of Open Access Journals, which
identifies journals’ open access status and summarizes access permissions. For authors interested in retaining partial or full copyrights for
their publications, the Scholar’s Copyright Addendum Engine generates four different PDF contracts that stipulate the access rights
authors wish to retain; these contracts may be attached to publishers’
copyright agreements, opening the door for negotiation on authors’
post-publication rights.
Given the complexity of the issues facing today’s authors, the Library is
committed to providing support to faculty and students throughout the
publishing process. For questions concerning open access publishing
and archiving, copyright management, and NIH Public Access Policy
compliance, or to schedule a departmental presentation on the
changes within scholarly publishing, please contact Molly Keener at
716-4203.

Journal Back Files
The Carpenter Library has added the following electronic journal back
files to our collection. In most cases, this means access back to volume 1 of the title.
- ScienceDirect Biochemistry, Genetics & Molecular Biology : 140 Titles
- Cell Press: 6 Titles
- Wiley Cell & Developmental Biology : 13 Titles
- Oncology and Hematology : 15 Titles
Access to these titles is available through the Library's Electronic
Journals web page and the campus-wide Journal Finder. If you have
any questions please contact the Reference Desk at
refdesk@wfubmc.edu or 713-7100.

Journal Info Database

Journal Info is an online database created by
Lund (Sweden) University Libraries that assists
authors in identifying appropriate journals in
which to publish. Journal Info surveys 30 major
databases for information on approximately
18,000 scholarly journals. Users can search for
journals by title or subject. Information includes
journals’ open access status, archiving allowances, hybrid options, cost per article, ISI impact
factor, and indexing databases.
Journal Info is available from the Library’s Scholarly Publishing & Open Access resources page,
and can be used in conjunction with resources
such as the DOAJ - Directory of Open Access Journals, Instructions to Authors in the Health Sciences, and SHERPA/RoMEO – Publisher Copyright Policies & Self-Archiving to identify journals
that will maximize an article’s accessibility and
impact.

New Software Books
Available for Checkout
“Bible” Series
Office 2007 Bible (includes Outlook, Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Access, Publisher, OneNote, InfoPath, SharePoint, and Groove), PowerPoint
2007 Bible, Word 2007 Bible, Excel 2007 Bible,
Access 2007 Bible, Outlook 2007 Bible
“Dummies” Series
Office 2007 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (includes Outlook, Word, PowerPoint, Excel,
Access, and Publisher), PowerPoint 2007 For
Dummies, Excel 2007 For Dummies, Access
2007 For Dummies, Word 2007 For Dummies,
Outlook 2007 For Dummies
Photoshop Books
Photoshop CS2, Photoshop CS2 Killer Tips, Photoshop CS2 Speed Clinic: automating Photoshop to
get twice the work done in half the time.
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FACULTY OF 1000 BIOLOGY
Faculty of 1000 Biology is an online research service that comprehensively and systematically highlights and reviews the most interesting papers published in the biological sciences, based on the recommendations of a faculty of well over 1000 selected leading
researchers. This service provides scientists with a continuously updated insider's guide to the most important papers within any given
field of research, highlights papers on the basis of their scientific
merit rather than the journal in which they appear, offers the
researcher a consensus of recommendations from well over 1000
leading scientists, and systematically organizes and evaluates the
mass of information within scientific literature. Faculty of 1000 provides an immediate rating of individual papers by the authors' peers,
and an important complement to the indirect assessment provided
by the journal impact factor.

then assigns a rating which is used to calculate a F1000 factor, and
then he/she classifies the article under any of six paper types: new
finding, technical advance, interesting hypothesis, important confirmation, controversial findings, or refutation.
Areas covered include biochemistry, bioinformatics, biotechnology, genomics and genetics, immunology, microbiology, molecular
biology, molecular medicine, neuroscience, pharmacology, and physiology. A link to the full text of every article is included (access to the
article depends on whether the Carpenter Library has a subscription
to that particular journal). The site is linked to PubMed Central and
PubMed, and free full-text links are included for all papers from BioMed Central journals.
My F1000 lets you set up your own service focusing on your area
of interest. You can have evaluations sent directly by email alerts to
your inbox weekly, bi-weekly or monthly.

The Faculty of 1000 team of evaluators are drawn from many
universities in the U.S and abroad. Each faculty member is asked to
Faculty of 1000 Biology can be found on the Databases page of
evaluate and comment on the most interesting papers they read
every month. For each paper they select, the faculty member writes a the Library’s web site.
brief comment explaining why they find the paper interesting and
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